Static and Dynamic Evaluation of an UWB Localization System for Industrial Applications
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Abstract: Many applications in the context of Industry 4.0 require precise localization. However, indoor localization remains an open problem, especially in complex environments such as industrial environments. In recent years, we have seen the emergence of Ultra WideBand (UWB) localization systems. The aim of this article is to evaluate the performance of a UWB system to estimate the position of a person moving in an indoor environment. To do so, we implemented an experimental protocol to evaluate the accuracy of the UWB system both statically and dynamically. The UWB system is compared to a ground truth obtained by a motion capture system with a millimetric accuracy.
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1. Introduction

Robotization, especially in factories, leads to an increasingly close interaction and collaboration between man and machine, a concept referred to as cobotics. This evolution is accompanied by a growing demand for intuitive and efficient Human Machine Interfaces (HMIs) based on natural interaction. In this context, HMIs will have an effect on the development of innovative handheld human-machine interfaces relying on gesture recognition to enable intuitive and non-intrusive control of industrial machinery. To achieve this task, accurate and tiny form-factor sensors are required. Operators can move freely in a building, or a workshop without being constrained by having a cumbersome locating systems. The capture of the movement or the posture must be coupled with a notion of accurate and absolute location in a building (workshop, warehouse); this information enables a natural and contextual interaction between the operator and a set of machines. Localization in indoor environment, which be used in industry 4.0 and industries of the future, correspond to a new way of organizing the means of production. Those future industries are emerging as the convergence of the virtual world, digital design, management (finance and marketing) with real-world products and objects.

Observation and understanding of gestures and posture have been the subject of numerous studies. Many studies were presented regarding gesture perception from a fixed sensor [1], the best known being the Kinect from Microsoft [2]. However, all these solutions restrict the movements of the operator and limit the possibilities of natural interaction with a machine, such as the distance or the field of view for everyday use. Another approach is to observe movement from a hand-held device. These solutions are generally based on inertial sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes; their assembly forms what is commonly called an IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) [3]. IMU diffusion has increased with the development of MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) technologies, which offer good cost-to-performance ratios and are well adapted to human proportions [4,5].

These solutions are the basis for Attitude Heading Reference System (AHRS) measurement devices. They are attitude measurement units because they allow a measurement of the orientation of...
the sensor in the terrestrial reference frame, a measurement that can be significantly improved thanks to the most well-known data fusion algorithms Magdwick [6] and Mahony [7] which are nonlinear complementary filters. The majority of these methods use an Extended Kalman filtering (EKF) [8]. A review of these filtering methods and the performance that can be achieved today with low-cost MEMS sensors can be found in [9].

Indoor localization solutions based on radio-frequency systems are equivalent to a GPS. These solutions incorporating are being studied using trilateration methods and a transmitter-receiver distance information, known as RSSI for Received Signal Strength Indicator. The RSSI is available in many telecommunication standards. The use of RSSI values requires a model that relates power attenuation to distance, which is complex in concrete practical situations. It suffers from poor localization accuracy (notably in non-line-of-sight conditions) due to additional signal attenuation resulting from transmission through walls and other daunting obstacles and can need fingerprinting. More recently multilateration (measurement from transmission time differences called) Time Difference of Arrival or TDoA between at least three transmitters is needed to calculate the exact location of the receiver. The fact that the system to be located is itself active considerably increases localization accuracy. There is a wide range of systems in this field. TDoA estimation accuracy depends (similar to the ToF techniques) on the signal bandwidth, sampling rate at the receiver and the existence of direct line of sight between the transmitters and the receiver. Strict synchronization is also required, but unlike ToF techniques where synchronization is needed between the transmitter and the receiver, in the TDoA case only synchronization between the transmitters is required. TDoA does not require any fingerprinting, does not require clock synchronization among devices and the reference node. A review of these solutions shows that an accurate localization around 30 cm is possible [10,11]. However, this performance degrades severely when there is no direct Line-Of-Sight between the terminals (fixed anchor in the building) and the receiver (tag placed on the moving person). The accuracy of these solutions depends on the environment where the system will be deployed, which is related to the use case. It should be noted that there is a great anticipation caused by the release of Ultra WideBand (UWB) radio solutions on the market, which promise to be even more efficient than those currently available. The feature of UWB that makes it interesting for use in localization is its wide bandwidth, that allows better discrimination of multipaths and better estimates of flight time in indoor environments compared to other RF technologies such as Wi-Fi.

This work contributes a dynamic test with a millimeter accuracy ground truth in real time, to evaluate its precision and its accuracy.

This paper is divided into two parts. First, we study the performance a UWB-based localization sensor named “UWB” ; in the second part of this paper, we evaluate specific aspects of a free space including metallic objects such as robots, structures or doors in our laboratory. Secondly, we propose a complete evaluation of the system behaviour in static and dynamic conditions to see if UWB can be used to obtain an accurate 3D trajectory.

2. Survey of Different Indoor Localization Technologies and UWB

2.1. Indoor Localization Systems

For human–machine interaction in the context of industry 4.0, it is necessary to be able to locate the operator in a wide environment (above 20 m range) and with good accuracy (with a 0.1 m accuracy). Localization in an indoor environment will be used in industry 4.0, based on Mautz’ thesis [10,11] there are 13 technologies shown in Table 1 that can answer indoor localization.

Systems based on cameras for indoor localization approaches are used in different ways. The first one is to have a 3D building model as a reference. There is no need to have reference nodes substituted by a digital reference point list. These systems have the potential for large-scale coverage without significant increase of costs and have a decimeter level of accuracy [12,13]. The second system is the so-called view-based approach. It consists of taking the common view of a mobile camera and
comparing it with previously captured view sequences. This system managed at centimeter accuracy and can cover a building [14,15]. The third system is coded targets, used for point identification to locate a person. The system can know where the person is with a centimeter accuracy but does not store the trajectory made by the person [16]. The fourth system is the projection of reference points in the environment. This system needs a direct view of the same surface and it can be used for tracking and scene reconstruction with a millimeter accuracy [17]. The fifth system is using one camera or many cameras without reference by observing position change. This system can reach sub-centimeter accuracy and can cover 30 m² [18].

The use of a camera for our application is limited to the view of the camera. The camera may be covered with clothing or dusts and therefore lose its position, which can affect safety and security. UWB is better in this case because it can work when covered.

Infrared systems based on active beacons or using natural radiation are mainly used for rough positional estimation or for detecting the presence of a person in a room. They have centimeter-meter accuracy levels and can cover 1–5 m in static conditions. They are a common alternative to optical systems operating in the visible light spectrum. An accuracy of 4 cm has been reported and people can be tracked up to a distance of 5 m [19] and centimeter accuracy in a retail store [20]. The multipath errors reduce drastically the localization accuracy, IR technology requires a Line of Sight (LoS) between transmitter and receiver to function properly. In industry, LOS is unexpected, which is why the UWB system is more interesting, as it uses radio frequency and has a wide bandwidth that can handle NLOS.

Tactile and polar systems have µm-mm accuracy and can cover an entire room. The polar point method uses a distance measurement and an angular measurement from the same beacon to determine the coordinates of a nearby station. Tactile systems are high precision mechanical instruments which measure positions by touching an object with a calibrated pointer. It is practically unfeasible to track an entire trajectory in 3D [10] with tactile system. Polar systems are really expensive compared to UWB systems and need a direct line of sight to have the greatest accuracy.

Localization systems based on propagation of sound waves have a centimeter accuracy and can cover 2–10 square meters, using the Time of Flight localization technique. The sound is a mechanical wave so positioning systems use air and building materials as means of propagation [21,22]. The acoustic waves are affected by sound pollution, that means in industry with several machines cause sound noises, accuracy will be affected. UWB systems are immune due to its wide bandwidth (3.5–6.5 GHz) [23].

WLAN/WIFI systems include accuracy in order of one meter and can cover 20–50 m². Distance estimation using WLAN is altogether possible from RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indication), ToA (Time of Arrival), TDoA (Time Difference of Arrival) and RTT (Round-Trip Time). Recent WiFi-based localization systems [24] have achieved median localization accuracy as high as 23 cm [25]. Wi-Fi systems are prone to noise and require complex processing algorithms. The accuracy of this kind of system is not enough to handle an accurate trajectory estimation in NLOS industrial indoor environments in our case [26,27]. UWB is interesting thanks to its wide bandwidth which makes it more accurate in industrial warehouses.

RFID could be used and has dm-m level of accuracy and can cover 1–50 m. Most RFID systems rely on proximity detection of permanently mounted tags to locate a person. The accuracy of an RFID system is directly related to the density of tag deployment and reading ranges. This system is expensive to use in a large area. RFID systems cannot do 3D trajectory tracking because most of them rely on proximity detection of permanently mounted tags to locate mobile readers [28,29]. UWB will be more interesting because it needs fewer tags and its use higher bandwidth (more than 3.5 GHz) that leads to better accuracy.

Pseudolites use a similar method of localization as the Global Navigation System (GNSS) but in indoor environments. Several difficulties such as multipath mitigation, time synchronization and ambiguity solving have limited this system to a small numbers of applications in GNSS-challenged environments such as open-pit mines [30,31]. It can cover 10–1000 m² area and have a cm–dm accuracy. UWB is better to handle multipath due to its wide band and promise to be less expansive.
Other radio-frequency systems such as Zigbee, Bluetooth, Digital Television, Cellular networks, Radar, FM radio, Phones based on Digital Enhanced Cordless Technology accuracy is of several meters at most and can cover 10–1000 square meters. However, performance levels and applicability vary greatly depending on several factors such as the use of pre-existing reference infrastructure, pervasiveness of devices, signal ranges, power levels [10]. The best systems have the accuracy of 1 m and can cover a building. UWB promise to be more accurate in NLOS industrial situation compared to other radio-frequency channels because it will not be affected by multipath due to its wide band at 3.5 GHz.

Inertial navigation systems are usually fused with complementary sensors which provide absolute location information due to drift and have few meters accuracy [10]. Foot-mounted systems can make use of zero velocity during the foot is in stance stage and have therefore a lower drift and can improve the accuracy below 5% [32] of the travelled distance. Compared to IMUs mounted on other body parts [33] with drifts being typically broad, almost 6% of irregular motions are wrongly classified but while remaining similar to foot-mounted IMUs.

Systems based on magnetic field has centimeter accuracy and can cover an area of 10 m [34]. Different approaches range from systems dedicated for medical purposes using an artificial quasi-static magnetic field with less than 1 m$^3$ volume operating at mm-accuracy level. In indoor environments, with the same approach, we can have few meters accuracy covering storage aisles and a building [35,36] but we can be perturbed by the magnetic field induced by electric motors inside industrial buildings.

Infrastructure systems are technologies that use the existing building infrastructure or embed additional infrastructure into the building materials such as Power Lines positioning, Floor Tiles, Fluorescent Lamps or leaky feeder cables as described in [10]. These systems have cm–m level of accuracy and can cover a building area. The developed systems can be hidden from its users into the structures of the building. The use of UWB will be independent from the infrastructure and can be installed in every actual infrastructure.

**Table 1. Indoor positioning technologies as described in [10].**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Typical Accuracy</th>
<th>Typical Coverage</th>
<th>Typical Measuring Principle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cameras</td>
<td>0.1 mm-dm</td>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>Coded markers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared</td>
<td>cm-m</td>
<td>1–5 m</td>
<td>IR camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactile &amp; Polar Systems</td>
<td>um-mm</td>
<td>3–2000 m</td>
<td>Distance &amp; angular measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>2–10 m</td>
<td>Multilateration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLAN/WIFI</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>20–50 m</td>
<td>Fingerprinting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>dm-m</td>
<td>1–50 m</td>
<td>Cell of Origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultra WideBand</td>
<td>cm-m</td>
<td>1–50 m</td>
<td>ToA, TDoA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Sensitive GNSS</td>
<td>10 m</td>
<td>‘global’</td>
<td>Assisted GNSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pseudolites</td>
<td>cm-dm</td>
<td>10–1000 m</td>
<td>carrier phaseranges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Radio Frequencies</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>10-1000 m</td>
<td>Fingerprinting, cell of Origin, RSSI, RTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertial Navigation</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>10–100 m</td>
<td>WLAN RSSI, GNSS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Systems</td>
<td>mm-cm</td>
<td>1–20 m</td>
<td>DCfield, coils , AC magnetic field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure Systems</td>
<td>cm-m</td>
<td>building</td>
<td>Powerlines, floor tiles, fluorescent lamps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. **Ultra WideBand Systems**

We decided to focus on the UWB technology since it can cover a 50 m area and have a 10–30 cm precision as shown in [10]. UWB is less expensive than other technologies and can be accurate even in Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) conditions. It is much more resilient to multipath compared to narrowband due to the fact that it transmits short pulses over a wide bandwidth (3.5–6.5 GHz) [23]. UWB is a wireless technology developed to transfer data at high rates over very short distances. Moreover, it has the ability to carry signals through doors and other obstacles that tend to reflect signals with more limited bandwidth and higher power levels [37]. We compared four data sheets of manufacturers in Table 2 to choose the most appropriate hardware system. We also see in [38,39] that Decawave is the most accurate. For this reason, we chose the Decawave system for our experiments.
Table 2. Comparison of Ultra WideBand (UWB) systems manufacturers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UWB Technologies</th>
<th>Decawave ¹</th>
<th>BlinkSight ²</th>
<th>IIDRE ³</th>
<th>BeSpoon ⁴</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>X-Y 10 cm</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
<td>10–30 cm</td>
<td>10 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detecting Range</td>
<td>290 m</td>
<td>200+ m</td>
<td>150 m</td>
<td>600 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>3.5–6.5 GHz</td>
<td>7–8.5 GHz</td>
<td>3.5–6.5 GHz</td>
<td>3.5–4.5 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Consumption</td>
<td>30 mA</td>
<td>30 mA</td>
<td>Max 30 mA</td>
<td>30 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface</td>
<td>Spi control</td>
<td>wifi</td>
<td>Bluetooth USB RS232</td>
<td>USB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost (euros)</td>
<td>300 (kit)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1140</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Syberfeldt et al. [40] proposed a review of existing techniques and systems for locating operators in a smart factory. In this comparison, we can see that UWB has a high precision compared to others indoor localization system and a medium cost for the industry. Alarifi et al. [23] established Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats (SWOT) analysis of UWB systems. The main benefits of UWB systems are a low-power consumption and the ability to penetrate different kinds of materials. Low frequencies on the UWB frequency spectrum have long wavelengths. This enables successfully using the technology in non-line-of-sight communication. The ability to penetrate different materials has made UWB technology an attractive choice for both RTLS and radar applications. UWB seems noise-like due to the signal having very low power and spreading evenly across a wide spectrum. This is a strong positive as it is both hard to intercept a UWB signal but also allows it to safely coexist with other radio technologies. The weakness of UWB is the synchronization: receiver synchronizes with the received signal that a positioning system based on propagation times (ToA, TDoA) requires synchronizing different nodes [40]. This article [23] comforts our choice of UWB as the best system for indoor localization.

Kulikov et al. [41] presented a system for indoor precise 2D navigation of vehicles. He integrates a low cost-inertial sensor and an Ultra WideBand system (Decawave). His future works will be to compare it with a ground truth cinematic system and to see how the accuracy is improved. Li et al. [42] proposed to fuse IMU and UWB with an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and test the performance of two algorithms: the vanilla EKF algorithm without fusion and the fusion EKF with results of 0.16 m of mean error with fusion EKF and 0.30 m mean error with the Vanilla EKF. Merging Ultra WideBand and IMU is efficient.

Antonio Ramón Jiménez Ruiz et al. [38,39] compared three commercially available UWB systems such as Ubisense, Bespoon and Decawave in LOS and NLOS conditions and showed that the performance of Decawave is slightly better. They test the positioning performance of a moving object by using a particle filter. The evaluation of these two systems [39] shows that the Decawave system is slightly better than Bespoon. The maximum range detected for Decawave is 103.4 m, which corresponds to our need. The position of the moving object is obtained by computing the weighted mean position of all the particles. They use 61 test points in their laboratory. These three comparisons show that Decawave is slightly better than other Ultra WideBand systems.

Gharat et al. [43] presented an indoor localization system called Low Frequency-Radio Frequency Identification (LF-RFID) and compared it with an Ultra High Frequency-Radio Frequency Identification (UHF-RFID) system and a UWB one. The error of Ultra WideBand is 0.58 m with NLOS conditions, better than LF-RFID and UHF-RFID. They used a positioning methodology with 352 test points.

Dotlic et al. [44] provided a description of the principles of the Angle Of Arrival estimation (AOA) of the DW1000 from Decawave and proves the AOA has small estimation errors.

Marcelo et al. [45] provided a localization system in a mobile robot using the UWB technology. Results obtained indicate that this system can provide high accuracy, less than 25 cm in NLOS conditions to locate a mobile robot in 2D. Aryan et al. [46] made a static evaluation in indoor
environments and also tested different materials that can perturb the UWB system. These results were used as a basis for establishing an internal industrial environment for our tests.

3. Experimental Setup and Evaluation

3.1. Experimental Setup

To evaluate the UWB systems, four anchors must first be placed in the room used for indoor localization. We align anchors with laser measurements. To be as accurate as possible, the anchors must be placed in a rectangle as described in [46]. Anchors are placed respectively at $(-2.5.03),(3.10;5.03),(-2;1),(3.10;1)$.

One anchor is chosen as reference (initialization at $x = 0$ and $y = 0$), and we must obtain the position of each anchor according to the initialization anchor as shown in Figure 1a.

(a) Four static anchors in purple are placed in a rectangle. The tag is placed in the area of the anchors in LOS.

(b) Support with the Vicon markers on a wooden cart.

(c) Placement of anchors in the laboratory.

Figure 1. Our UWB setup.
We obtained the position of each anchors with a VICON motion capture system [47]. The area of testing in Figure 1a is in the lab with a LOS condition and in an industrial environment with a metallic structure, robots and a metallic door close to the testing area as shown in Figure 1c. The Tag is mounted on a support and placed on a wooden cart as illustrated in Figure 1b with a height of 0.7 m to verify the trajectory in 3D in the inner area of the UWB system. To limit interference, we placed the tag on a wooden cart pushed by a person far enough away from the tag. We expect 10 cm or 15 cm of accuracy with UWB technology in LOS conditions. We use the two-way ranging (TWR) standard algorithm embedded by Decawave.

3.2. Method of Comparison

We look how UWB behaves in a static condition and evaluate the precision and accuracy in a Line-of-Sight condition. We use the Vicon system as ground truth due to its ability to measure a position with a millimeter accuracy [47].

The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is computed as follows:

$$\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\theta_i - \hat{\theta}_i)^2}$$

and represents the average difference between the ground truth values from the Vicon system, written $\theta_i$, and the estimated value of the UWB system represented by $\hat{\theta}_i$. $\theta_i$ is the value of the $i$th point.

The empirical Cumulative Distribution Function of the error (eCDF) is computed as follow:

$$\text{eCDF} = F_X(x) = \int_{-\infty}^{x} f_X(t) dt.$$  

Equation (2) allows seeing the distribution of values around the average, with $f_X(t)$ the integral of its probability density function.

3.3. Calibration

In this study, we have two datasets that contain the positions X,Y,Z, the Ultra WideBand sensor data and the VICON system data. Each dataset being in its own reference frame, we will therefore express the data of the Ultra WideBand system in the VICON reference frame. Before comparing the Ultra WideBand data with the VICON data, a rigid transformation between the two frames, named $R_{\text{Vicon}\rightarrow\text{UWB}}$ for the rotation and $t_{\text{Vicon}\rightarrow\text{UWB}}$ for the translation, is applied. First, we find the center of each point cloud given by the UWB and the Vicon system. The function is called Centroid and is defined by:

$$\text{Centroid(Uwb)} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i} p_{i}^{\text{UWB}}$$

$$\text{Centroid(Vicon)} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i} p_{i}^{\text{Vicon}}$$

$p_{i}^{\text{UWB}}$ and $p_{i}^{\text{Vicon}}$ are the position respectively of Ultra WideBand and VICON system. The aim of this step is to center the two datasets before establishing the rotation between the two frames. A covariance matrix, called $H$, is computed as follows:

$$H = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i} (p_{i}^{\text{UWB}} - \text{centroid(Uwb)}) (p_{i}^{\text{Vicon}} - \text{centroid(Vicon)})^T.$$  

In a second step, we will use a SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) such that:
\[
[U, S, V] = SVD(H)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6)
to find the rotation between the Vicon frame and the UWB frame \([48,49]\) given by:
\[
R_{Vicon \rightarrow UWB} = VU^T.
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Sometimes, the SVD returns a reflection matrix that does not exist in a real situation. The solution is to multiply the third column of R (rotation) by \(-1\) if the determinant of R is negative \([49]\). It then remains to find the translation between the two point clouds as below:
\[
t_{UWB} = \text{Centroid}(\text{Vicon}) - \text{Centroid}(\text{Uwb}).
\]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

This gives us the translation between the two point clouds:
\[
p_{i}^{UWB} = R_{Vicon \rightarrow UWB} \times p_{i}^{Vicon} + t_{Vicon \rightarrow UWB}.
\]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

3.4. Tests and Evaluation

3.4.1. Static Measurement Precision

From a statistical point of view, the standard deviation corresponds to the precision, the mean error corresponds to the accuracy and the average range, the range of deviation \([50]\). The first test is to place the tag in the inner area of the UWB anchors. This test will give us the distribution of the UWB points when the tag is static.

The results of the static test are given in Table 3. The mean error on the 3 XYZ axes is 1 cm, and the average range, is 10 cm. The values are distributed around the average value with a standard deviation of 0.011 m. This means that the UWB system is not precise in a static situation, but has a high accuracy of 10 cm on average.

These results confirm those of Jimenez et al. \([38,39]\) and results of Dotlic et al. \([44]\) in static when using mean calculation. UWB is accurate up to 10 cm in static and behaves like a sphere around the target with a range value of 10 cm shown in Figure 2. When a person is not moving and the environment either, we know where the person is with the accuracy of 10 cm. We could use that information to improve dead reckoning during the static phase of it when an IMU (Inertial measurements Unit) is carried on the arm.

![Figure 2. Distribution of the UWB points (in green) compared with the Vicon ground truth (in red).](image-url)
Table 3. Comparison of mean localization errors and standard deviation with a static test in Line-Of-Sight condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Static LOS Test</th>
<th>X-Axis</th>
<th>Y-Axis</th>
<th>Z-Axis</th>
<th>2D</th>
<th>3D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean error</td>
<td>0.01 m</td>
<td>0.01 m</td>
<td>0.01 m</td>
<td>0.01 m</td>
<td>0.01 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0.09 m</td>
<td>0.10 m</td>
<td>0.11 m</td>
<td>0.09 m</td>
<td>0.10 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.01 m</td>
<td>0.01 m</td>
<td>0.01 m</td>
<td>0.01 m</td>
<td>0.01 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.2. Dynamic Measurement Evaluation and Precision of a Trajectory

Thanks to the Vicon system [47], we compared the exact 3D point of the Vicon with the 3D point of UWB in real time using the RTMaps software (Real Time, Multisensor, Advanced Prototyping Software) (https://intempora.com/products/rtmaps.html) to log our data. The first test we made was a trajectory inside the inner area of the UWB anchors. The test was made in the laboratory in LOS with industrial conditions.

This result shows that, in dynamic localization, we can use UWB for motion tracking with X-Y axis in real time but not in 3D because the Z-axis is not trustable. Figure 3 highlights that the Z-axis measurements are wavy. Possible reasons of errors of Z-axis will be a vertical DOP because all anchors are at the same height.

In XY measurement, we have 21 cm of accuracy and 78% of values are better than 0.2 m as shown in Figure 4 and in Table 4. We have 0.135 m of standard deviation in XY for this trajectory in XY. We can use UWB for dynamic localization in real time. We have 0.24 m of accuracy in 3D (XYZ) only 40% of values for Z-axis are precise as shown in Figure 4. The Z-axis is not trustable for dynamic localization and for motion gesture recognition.

![Figure 3](image-url)

Figure 3. Trajectory made in the laboratory with LOS conditions in 2D and 3D with VICON (orange) and UWB (blue) in meters.

Table 4. Table of dynamic trajectory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic Measure</th>
<th>X-Axis</th>
<th>Y-Axis</th>
<th>Z-Axis</th>
<th>2D</th>
<th>3D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean error</td>
<td>0.20 m</td>
<td>0.22 m</td>
<td>0.32 m</td>
<td>0.21 m</td>
<td>0.24 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0.73 m</td>
<td>0.64 m</td>
<td>0.87 m</td>
<td>0.65 m</td>
<td>0.75 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.13 m</td>
<td>0.14 m</td>
<td>0.29 m</td>
<td>0.13 m</td>
<td>0.18 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4. Cumulative error distribution comparison between X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis, 2D and 3D of UWB in a LOS industrial condition made in the laboratory.

3.4.3. Dynamic Measurement Evaluation and Precision of Mapping

The third test is to realize a mapping of the outer area (Figure 5a) and inner area (Figure 5b) of the UWB system to evaluate its behavior. We covered the maximum area and try to see if the accuracy/precision changed.

Figure 5. Trajectory of the two dynamics displacements of UWB in orange and the Vicon in blue as the ground truth.

Mok et al. [51] describe all influential factors using Ultra WideBand for positioning such as material of obstruction, multipath, geometrical effect and signal attenuation. We know by this paper [51] that in our laboratory we have a metallic structure close to the testing area and metallic robots that can have influence on the data. Compared to our first test, we have the accuracy of 23 cm in the inner area and 25 cm in the outer area of 2D and 23 cm and 24 cm in 3D, this is close to our first result in dynamic localization shown in Table 4. These two tests show that UWB is homogeneous for a covered area
even outside of the area defined by its anchors in industrial LOS conditions. UWB is really good for dynamic localization in indoor environments.

We lost the precision compared to our static results. We had 10 cm accuracy in static measurement, we had 0.24 m accuracy in dynamic localization as shown in Table 5. In the static case we have calculated a mean error while in the dynamic case we calculate an instantaneous error for each point. This is the main reason for the increase of the error in the dynamic case.

### Table 5. Errors of the dynamic measurement of the mapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UWB Mapping</th>
<th>X-Axis</th>
<th>Y-Axis</th>
<th>Z-Axis</th>
<th>2D</th>
<th>3D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inner</td>
<td>Mean error</td>
<td>0.30 m</td>
<td>0.17 m</td>
<td>0.23 m</td>
<td>0.23 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>1.07 m</td>
<td>0.60 m</td>
<td>1.37 m</td>
<td>0.56 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.18 m</td>
<td>0.00 m</td>
<td>0.20 m</td>
<td>0.18 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer</td>
<td>Mean error</td>
<td>0.23 m</td>
<td>0.27 m</td>
<td>0.23 m</td>
<td>0.25 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0.98 m</td>
<td>1.05 m</td>
<td>1.03 m</td>
<td>1.01 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.03 m</td>
<td>0.15 m</td>
<td>0.19 m</td>
<td>0.09 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.4.4. Test Z Anchor Change

This test was made to verify the behaviour of the UWB system when the height of anchors changes. Ayan et al. [46] said that height of anchors can change the accuracy of UWB. In this test, we want to know the behaviour in a dynamic situation. We lowered 2 anchors 40 cm, and this change has been taken into consideration in the calibration measurements. We have a bad accuracy of 0.87 m in X–Y and 0.81 m in 3D as shown in Table 6 that confirms when Z anchors are not at the same height, accuracy and precision in dynamic localization are affected.

### Table 6. Dynamic result with different heights for anchors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anchors Z Change</th>
<th>X-Axis</th>
<th>Y-Axis</th>
<th>Z-Axis</th>
<th>Measure 2D</th>
<th>Measure 3D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean error</td>
<td>0.38 m</td>
<td>1.37 m</td>
<td>0.70 m</td>
<td>0.87 m</td>
<td>0.81 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>0.78 m</td>
<td>0.64 m</td>
<td>1.28 m</td>
<td>0.71 m</td>
<td>0.90 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>0.04 m</td>
<td>0.05 m</td>
<td>0.22 m</td>
<td>0.04 m</td>
<td>0.10 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.4.5. Study of the Influence of Anchors

This test was made to verify the behaviour of UWB in the inner area of UWB in dynamics with five and six anchors. We place four anchors exactly as in the Figure 1a and one more on the floor in one corner of our cube (five anchors configuration). And then we place four anchors as in the Figure 1 and two more on the floor in corners (six anchors configuration). The aim is to see a better performance of Z-axis. Having 5 or 6 anchors improves precision and accuracy for 3-axis, but Z-axis is still too wavy as shown in Figure 6b,d. The Z-axis has 0.22 m of mean error as shown in Table 7 that is better than 0.23 m shown in Table 5 but not significantly. Compared to the cumulative error distribution, we see an improvement of Z-axis about 10 cm, 80% of values are below 0.3 m as shown in Table 7 with five anchors and 80% of values are below 0.4 m accuracy with four anchors as shown in Figure 4. X axis has 80% of the values below 0.2 m as illustrated in Figure 7a that is better than our first dynamic test with four anchors shown in Figure 4. Y-axis also improves its precision. In Figure 7b that Z-axis has a bad precision 80% of values are above 0.3 m. We improve accuracy and precision of UWB by adding one or two anchor(s). According to the results of Table 7, for 5 anchors we have 5 cm in 2D and 6 cm in 3D. The performances are lower for 6 anchors. It is possible that the position of the sixth anchor leads to increase the influence of the undesired phenomenon that takes over to the advantage of using more anchors. One hypothesis could be that the signal received/transmitted from/to this sixth anchor has
more multipath. However, something that is clearly visible in Figure 7 is the improvement of standard deviation. It means that the trajectory is less scattered, but remains centred in the same error in 2D.

(a) UWB dynamic trajectory in 2D with 5 anchors with VICON (orange) and UWB (blue).

(b) UWB dynamic trajectory in 3D with 5 anchors with VICON (orange) and UWB (blue).

(c) UWB dynamic trajectory in 2D with 6 anchors with VICON (orange) and UWB (blue).

(d) UWB dynamic trajectory in 3D with 6 anchors with VICON (orange) and UWB (blue).

Figure 6. UWB dynamic trajectory made in the laboratory with 5 and 6 anchors with Vicon system as ground truth in industrial LOS conditions.

Table 7. Influence of UWB anchors in LOS conditions in industrial environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influence of Anchors</th>
<th>X-Axis</th>
<th>Y-Axis</th>
<th>Z-Axis</th>
<th>2D</th>
<th>3D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean error 4 anchors</td>
<td>0.20 m</td>
<td>0.22 m</td>
<td>0.32 m</td>
<td>0.21 m</td>
<td>0.24 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range 4 anchors</td>
<td>0.73 m</td>
<td>0.64 m</td>
<td>0.87 m</td>
<td>0.65 m</td>
<td>0.75 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation 4</td>
<td>0.13 m</td>
<td>0.14 m</td>
<td>0.29 m</td>
<td>0.13 m</td>
<td>0.18 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean error 5 anchors</td>
<td>0.16 m</td>
<td>0.16 m</td>
<td>0.22 m</td>
<td>0.16 m</td>
<td>0.18 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range 5 anchors</td>
<td>0.42 m</td>
<td>0.60 m</td>
<td>0.66 m</td>
<td>0.51 m</td>
<td>0.56 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation 5</td>
<td>0.02 m</td>
<td>0.10 m</td>
<td>0.22 m</td>
<td>0.06 m</td>
<td>0.11 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean error 6 anchors</td>
<td>0.19 m</td>
<td>0.16 m</td>
<td>0.27 m</td>
<td>0.17 m</td>
<td>0.20 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range 6 anchors</td>
<td>0.52 m</td>
<td>0.54 m</td>
<td>0.74 m</td>
<td>0.53 m</td>
<td>0.6 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation 6</td>
<td>0.10 m</td>
<td>0.01 m</td>
<td>0.26 m</td>
<td>0.05 m</td>
<td>0.12 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7. Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function of errors between X-axis, Y-axis, Z-axis, 2D and 3D of UWB in LOS industrial condition made in the laboratory.

4. Conclusions

In this article, we describe the behaviour of an Ultra WideBand system in static and dynamic cases by comparison with a ground truth obtained with a motion capture system. We have an evaluation of the precision and accuracy of the UWB system which is really good in the X-Y axes but not trustable along the Z-axis. We have also shown that if we change the height of the anchors, we lose accuracy and precision in static and dynamic localization. We also confirm that precision and accuracy are better by adding anchors when performing dynamic localization. UWB systems they can be a really good choice for localization, even in dynamic, and can be more robust if we add more anchors. Z-axis needs to be improved, mostly in terms of precision, and this can be achieved by data fusion with other sensors. Our future works will be the improvement of the accuracy and precision of the system by the addition of an IMU and a barometer and to see the feasibility of gesture recognition.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

- AoA: Angle of Arrival
- CED: Cumulative Error Distribution
- DOP: Dilution Of Precision
- EKF: Extended Kalman Filter
- GNSS: Global Navigation Satellite System
- HMI: Human-Machine Interface
- IMU: Inertial Measurement Unit
- LOS: Line-Of-Sight
- MEMS: Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems
- NLOS: Non-Line-Of-Sight
- RFID: Radio Frequency Identification
- RMSE: Root-Mean-Square Error
- RSSI: Received Signal Strength Indicator
RTT Round-Trip Time
TDoA Time Difference Of Arrival
ToA Time of Arrival
UWB Ultra WideBand
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